Social Media Insights for
Travel and Tourism
This report dives into the myriad of consumer cues left online in order to understand the
current trends in travel, why people are traveling, how they’re getting there, where they’re
staying, and what they use to plan and book their trips.

Infegy
Request a demo at: http://infegy.com
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Wrap Up

data can be leveraged to deeply understand the landscape of travel and

and tourism is growing faster than other major industries such as
financial services, retail, and manufacturing, and now contributes nearly
$7 trillion USD to the global economy. Competition for market share and
share-of-wallet will only intensify, and companies must be prepared to
look for advantages wherever they present themselves.
Request a demo at: http://infegy.com

2014 Outlook

A Great Year For The Travel Industry

By share of total online conversations,

Airline and hotel industry revenue, online conversations about travel, and

there has been a 9% increase in

mentions of travel related purchases are all up year-over-year.

mentions about travel in 2014
compared to 2013, and 41% compared

Normalized Volume of Mentions from 1/1 - 10/30

to 2012.

0.11%

0.12%

0.085%

In perhaps even better news, mentions
related to travel purchasing activity are
up 22% year-over-year (from 11.5m to
14m). Furthermore, leading up to the
2014 holiday season, there are more

2012

1/1

2013

2014

10/30

Total Mentions

discussions happening online about
vacation this year than the last (from
8m to 11m).
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Hotel Industry
Revenue

Airline Industry
Revenue

Travel Purchasing
Mentions

Travel Mentions
Online

+7%

+2%

+22%

+9%

Request a demo at: http://infegy.com

Ebola won’t stop travelers

2014 Outlook

Recently, travel anxiety has increased due to international spread of the

Ebola has not significantly impacted

ebola virus. Widely circulated news stories frequently focused on ebola

plans to travel going into the holiday

exposure on airplanes, which stirred up fears of catching the virus while
traveling, even domestically. However, these fears have not deterred the
public from traveling, and going into the holiday season this year there
are more people talking about traveling than in 2013 (8m to 11m).
Mentions of Ebola Within Posts About Travel

Ebola Share of Voice (SOV)
4%

Obama declines to enact
travel ban to African nations

4

the primary concern over ebola and
traveling is actually related to travelers
from ebola epicenters entering other
nations.
These concerns turned into fear and
anger on 10/12/2014 when US
President Barack Obama declared that
the country would not enact a travel ban

96%
9/24

season. Further analysis revealed that

10/30

on ebola stricken African nations.
However, public attention has since
subsided.
Request a demo at: http://infegy.com

Travel Trends / Destination Weddings
Compared to previous years, there has been a dramatic increase in mentions of destination weddings in 2014. The
increase started at the end of 2013 and carried into the spring season of 2014. Going into the fall season, destination
wedding conversations have trailed off, however, this is consistent with previous year trends.

The Rise of Destination Weddings

2012

5

2013

2014

Request a demo at: http://infegy.com

Travel Trends

Bucket Lists

By share of the unique users that

Bucket lists were a topic that appeared in roughly 2% of all mentions

mentioned travel in each audience

about travel, but the core audiences talking about bucket lists were

segment, 1 in 109 baby boomers talked
about bucket list related travel, 1 in 149
of Generation X, 1 in 83 of millennials,

surprising. The generations that mentioned bucket lists most often were
millennials and those in Generation Z.

and 1 in 83 of Generation Z authors.
The higher percentage of engagement
from Generation Z authors was found

Who Talks About Bucket Lists and Travel

Baby Boomers

Generation X

Millennials

Generation Z

1 in 109

1 in 149

1 in 83

1 in 83

to be associated with high school
bucket lists that were heavily travel
focused.
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Request a demo at: http://infegy.com

Why People Travel / Me Time
The majority of consumers report traveling as a means of getting away, taking a break, or relaxing. However, there are
a few exceptions where family takes precedence, including Independence Day, Labor Day, and Thanksgiving. Women
discussing vacation frequently mentioned their friends, mom, reading, summer travel, and just making time for
themselves. Men most often talked about the costs associated with their trips and vacations that involved the beach.
Motivations for Traveling
Labor Day
4th of July
Thanksgiving

14%
30%

Personal Vacation

Visiting Family

56%

Visiting Friends

Tip: To maximize impact, brands should align their offers and promotions to coincide with motivational drivers for vacation and the destinations being discussed
online at specific dates during the year.
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Request a demo at: http://infegy.com

Where They Stay / Overview
Although motivations related to family accounted for 30% of travel, the

Travel is relatively gender neutral, with

majority of consumers reported staying in hotels rather than with

52% of mentions being created by

relatives. In 2014, on blogs and microblogs, 90% of authors discussing
where they were staying while traveling reported staying at hotels. This is
up from previous years, and corresponds to greater trends in reported
year-over-year revenue increases for the hotel industry.

women. However, the degree of
preference for travel accommodations
varies by gender.
Men are more likely on average to be
attracted to staying at hotels rather

Reported Accommodations

Gender Distribution by Accommodation
Hotel
Hostel

Hotel 90%
Hostel 5%
Family 1%
Friends 1%
Airbnb (3%)

40%

56%
60%

Family

33%

67%

Friends

34%

66%

Airbnb

8

44%

47%

than staying with friends or family. In
fact, when it comes to staying with
friends, feedback from men is 45%
more negative than feedback from
women.

53%

Request a demo at: http://infegy.com

Where They Stay / Hotels
For hotels, reviews and ratings carry a lot of weight during the consumer
decision making process. Most standard rating systems ask reviewers
to grade hotels on amenities, cleanliness, service, comfort, location, and
price. Unfortunately, these basic categories might not go far enough to

By componentizing the attributes of each
category, hotel brands can track items on
a more granular level and then address
what matters most to patrons.
For example, in a broad analysis of

helping hotels truly understand their problem areas.

consumers that reported staying at a
hotel, the component within comfort that

Hotel Comfort Attribute Distribution

was referenced most often was the
mattress, followed by room temperature.

45%

24%

12%

8%

8% 3%

In monitoring these individual items on
social media, hotels can receive up-to-

Mattress

Room Temp

Shower

Pillows

Sheets

Breakfast

the-minute information about how they
are performing and if an item is becoming
a problem area for their locations.
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Request a demo at: http://infegy.com

How They Get There / Overview
Airlines are the No. 1 choice for travelers, accounting for 38% of all travel

Along with increases in the number of

related transportation conversations in 2014. The most dramatic change

conversations about cruises, cruises

between 2013 and 2014 has been the number of people talking about
taking cruises, up 40% year-over-year.

Though cruise lines have experienced
2013 Transportation SOV

11%
38%

7%

14%
37%

14%

2014 Transportation
Sentiment

several high profile catastrophes in

83%
76%
70%66%
65%

continues to rise, with positive

recent years, consumer enthusiasm
sentiment up 5% year-over-year.
Surprisingly, lower gas prices this year

5%
29%

have so far not led to more discussions

29%

about traveling by car.
Flying

10

discussed in conversations related to
quality and service.

2014 Transportation SOV

15%

were also the most positively

Driving

Cruise

Train

Bus

Request a demo at: http://infegy.com

How They Get There / Airlines
When it comes to customer complaints, delays are No. 1 by volume and

Simply monitoring negative sentiment

degree of negativity. However, when looking at deeper negative emotions

does not tell a complete enough story

such as disgust and hatred, passengers tend to resent airlines most for
poor customer service, seating, and the loss of baggage, things which
are all under a company’s control.

1%

What Passengers
Hate About Airlines

often out of the control of an airline.

seating, and customer service are all

22%
46%

7%

36%
14%

10%

Delays

11

discussed the most and with the

On the other hand, baggage transport,

5%

26%

important to know that delays are
highest negativity. However, delays are

What Makes
Passengers Mad

Share of Voice for Complaints

about passenger complaints. It is

20% 18%

Fees

Seats

5%

6%

7%

3%

within the domain of control of an
airline. These issues are the ones most
likely to decrease overall brand affinity
by breeding the most severe animosity.

Service

Lost Bags

Request a demo at: http://infegy.com

How They Get There / Airlines
In the competitive landscape for major US airlines there were clear

Though American Airlines still achieved

differences in consumer opinion between providers. While US Airways

similar levels of stated purchase intent

and American Airlines continue to work through their merger, both
brands have digressed to having lowest scores on quality of service,
delays, and overall consumer sentiment.

to the industry baseline, US Airways
lagged severely behind.
Opposite to the performances of these
two airlines was JetBlue, which was
found to stand apart from all other

High

Airline Positioning

Quality of Service

Delta

consumer perceptions.

United
Southwest
American
US Airways

Overall
Brand
Sentiment

Low
Low
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JetBlue

airlines in terms of the brand’s positive

Stated Levels of Purchase Intent

High

Request a demo at: http://infegy.com

How They Get There / JetBlue
Why do people love JetBlue and loathe US Airways? There isn’t one silver

Beyond JetBlue’s enhancements to

bullet airlines can rely on to win over customers, instead it’s a confluence of

the customer experience in-flight, the

many items that build a great customer experience. JetBlue has taken

company received the highest marks

several steps to craft enjoyable experiences for their customers through

on nearly all other attributes observed.

offerings like super fast in-flight wifi with free basic access and seating
options that provide more legroom.

airline researched that came close to

High

Customer Experience Scorecard

m a t c h i n g J e t B l u e’s c o n s u m e r
sentiment levels. The only area where

Net Sentiment

Southwest bested JetBlue was on
delays. However, while sentiment was

Low

Attribute
Share of
Voice

Wifi

Seats / Comfort

Service

Fees / Costs

JetBlue
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Southwest was the only other US

Delays

Boarding

Food

slightly higher, consumers
complained about delays more often
with Southwest than with JetBlue.

Southwest

Request a demo at: http://infegy.com

Planning and Booking / Overview
According to PhoCusWright, online travel booking channels will represent

TripAdvisor climbed to the number one

43% of the travel agency market by 2015. This year, TripAdvisor has taken the

spot due to the site’s solid foundation for

market by storm on social media with travel enthusiasts raving about their
trip experiences via their app and website. Kayak stole the spotlight from
Expedia due to their higher rated traveling app. Although Priceline generated
more mentions, more people talk about Orbitz specifically when traveling.

t r ave l e r s t o e x p re s s t h e i r t r ave l
experiences in-depth. In particular, the
‘Travelers’ Choice Awards’ gives users a
sense of value in their reviews.
The functionality and appeal of a website

Market Share of Travel Agencies

has always been an important factor for

Share of Voice of Top 5 Online Travel Sites

travelers when making reservations
online. Frequently, Expedia and Orbitz are
attributed to one another on social media

Other
57%

Online
43%

32%

TripAdvisor

14

30%

Kayak

23%

Expedia

Orbitz

8% 7%

Priceline

when discussing reputable sites to book
flights, hotels, and car rentals. Mobile
apps are also becoming more apparent in
the process of travel planning.

Request a demo at: http://infegy.com

Planning and Booking / Vendors
When it comes to online travel agencies, low price points alone do not

In contrast, Expedia and TripAdvisor

translate into consumer conversations. Priceline, while viewed positively

both generated high volumes of

for cost and overall quality, was the least talked about of the online

mentions with engagement focused

booking sites.

and the, “TripAdvisor Certificate of
Excellence.”

Online Booking Agency Positioning
High

Priceline

Overall Sentiment
Low
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The #ExpediaChat campaign in

Orbitz

particular garnered enormous social

TripAdvisor

Kayak

activation for Expedia and has been
present in 16% of all mentions about
the brand on microblogs and blogs

Expedia

Brand
SOV

Low

campaigns such as #ExpediaChat

this past year.
Perceptions of Cost

High

Request a demo at: http://infegy.com

Planning and Booking / TripAdvisor
Why are people more likely to mention TripAdvisor than Expedia on

Expedia, by far, has more consumer

social? TripAdvisor has been discussed with a greater degree of trust

complaints online than TripAdvisor

and reliability, especially when it comes to booking hotels. Although
TripAdvisor and Expedia both have a solid review systems, users are
more trusting ofTripAdvisor.

Currently, they have 91% more consumer
complaints recorded than TripAdvisor.
The poor prior experiences of others
seems to be deterring users away from

Consumer Perception Scorecard
High

relying on Expedia’s website.
While consumers find TripAdvisor’s

Net Sentiment

website to be more user friendly, users
find Expedia’s app to have the best

Low

Attribute
Share of
Voice

Trust /
Reliability

Ease of Use
(Website)
TripAdvisor
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according to consumeraffairs.com.

Ease of Use
(App)
Expedia

usability. Although there weren’t many
social mentions about app usability,
Expedia’s app received higher positivity,
particularly because of the customization
aspects.

Request a demo at: http://infegy.com

Planning and Booking / Gender
Planning and booking travel related reservations is generally a gender
neutral exercise. However, this year, gender participation changed slightly
for several booking providers.
Gender Distribution

61%

56%

Priceline & OpenTable Conversations

Priceline, on the other hand, briefly
received more engagement from men
over the summer when the company
announced its acquisition of OpenTable
for $2.6 billion.

54%

47%

40%

60%

Priceline

39%

44%

46%

53%

TripAdvisor

Kayak

Expedia

Orbitz

Male
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For TripAdvisor, the rise was with
female travelers, who were more
e n g a g e d w i t h t h e s i t e ’s o n l i n e
community and were much more vocal
about their hotel stays and travel
experiences.

6/14
Female

Request a demo at: http://infegy.com

Takeaways
With the growth in the travel industry comes opportunities for

Tips for Leveraging Social Monitoring

established players, rising brands, and disruptive newcomers.

Move beyond basic brand volume and
sentiment to measuring attributes and

By incorporating social media monitoring and intelligence technologies

the common themes and emotions

and practices, brands can better comprehend consumer motivations,

consumers express in relation.

trends, social cues, and decision making criteria. To maximize success,
brands must look beyond simply counting the number of brand
mentions and look to deeper contextual analysis in order to understand
what actually matters and influences behavior.
Beyond this, companies should also segment social media audiences
into distinct groups to draw contrasts between cohorts like Generation X
and millennials, and brand advocates and brand detractors.
18

Get granular. Componentize the criteria
that makes up overarching themes such
as comfort or service in order to answer,
“what matters most to customers?”.
Create audience segments such as
brand evangelists and brand detractors
to understand the underlying drivers for
each group.

Request a demo at: http://infegy.com

Getting Results / Choosing the Best Technology
Beyond volume and sentiment, Infegy Atlas helps researchers get to the heart of what consumers think, discuss, and
how they feel about topics and brands through almost instant analysis of millions of social conversations.
Results you can trust. 93% sentiment accuracy and
97% recall. Backed by the largest validation test ever
published in the industry.

Context. Deeply understand complex nuances,
including emotions like trust and themes such as
purchase intent, automatically.

Flexibility. Unlimited search queries and data access
going back all the way through 2007, allowing you to
perform more research and pivot more quickly.

Event Detection. Sophisticated statistical analysis of
more than 125 metrics that highlights the key drivers
within conversations and identifies the most important
events.

Audience segmentation. Default and customizable
audience segments that enable users to create social
media focus groups to perform more targeted
research and deeper discovery.
19

Speed. Through the API or the UI, return advanced
contextual analysis within seconds of hitting submit.

Request a demo at: http://infegy.com

About Infegy

Contact Us

Since 2007, Infegy's cloud-based technologies have been transforming

frontdesk@infegy.com

huge volumes of dialog and commentary into valuable consumer

facebook.com/infegy

insights.

twitter.com/infegy

Infegy’s flagship product, Infegy Atlas, gives brands, agencies, and

linkedin.com/company/infegy

researchers answers that help them understand consumers through
advanced automated analysis of social media. Answers like what moms
think about sugar content in breakfast cereals, what drives sales for nail
polish, and if the Playstation 4 will outsell the Xbox One.
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Request a demo at: http://infegy.com
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